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PM NEWS 
 

Wideman PM Website updates announced for June 2021 
 

1 June 2021 – Ontario, Canada – Max Wideman has announced updates to his 

popular project management website, www.maxwideman.com.  According to Max 

(pictured), this month we’ve added the following:  

Guests: Managing an IT project is more than just dealing with 

hardware and software, it means dealing with people — and for that 

you need a well-laidout plan. Blogger Jessica Fender provides a 

total of 16 tips for writing a successful content plan for your IT 

Project. 

 

Papers: A constructive exchange between Max Wideman and expert Darya 

Dumar leads to improved definitions for the terms "Program" and "Program 

Management". Follow their logic. 

 

Musings: George J. Newton reminds us that effective communication is essential for 

achieving a successful project. George provides A Quick Guide to Creating a Project 

Communication Management Plan. 

 

Project management tip of the month: 

 

The perfection principle:  

Don't let perfection obstruct progress! 

~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

If you are looking for answers, guidelines or templates, check out Max’s Issacons - 
"Issues and Considerations" - that are presented in bullet form for quick and easy 
reference by project managers. 
 
Have you seen Max’s book A Management Framework for Project, Program and 
Portfolio Integration?  For information or to order a copy, visit 
http://www.maxwideman.com/papers/framework_book/intro.htm.   
 
Max Wideman is one of the world’s best-known project management authorities. An 
engineer and professional project manager, his experience includes systems, social 
and environmental projects, as well as design and engineering projects. He is a Fellow 
of the Project Management Institute, of which he is past president and chairman and 
for which he led the development of the 1987 version of the Project Management Body 
of Knowledge. He is also a Fellow of the Institution of Civil Engineers (UK), the 
Engineering Institute of Canada, and the Canadian Society of Civil Engineering. His 
personal web site at http://www.maxwideman.com is a source of superior project 
management knowledge and information. It is free to the public.  
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